Microblog data contains rich information of real-world events with great commercial values, so microblog-oriented natural language processing (NLP) tasks have grabbed considerable attention of researchers. However, the performance of microblog-oriented Chinese Word Segmentation (CWS) based on deep neural networks (DNNs) is still not satisfying. One critical reason is that the existing microblog-oriented training corpus is inadequate to train effective weight matrices for DNNs. In this paper, we propose a novel active learning method to extend the scale of the training corpus for DNNs. However, due to a large amount of partially overlapped sentences in the microblogs, it is difficult to select samples with high annotation values from raw microblogs during the active learning procedure. To select samples with higher annotation values, parameter λ is introduced to control the number of repeatedly selected samples. Meanwhile, various strategies are adopted to measure the overall annotation values of a sample during the active learning procedure. Experiments on the benchmark datasets of NLPCC 2015 show that our λ-active learning method outperforms the baseline system and the state-of-the-art method. Besides, the results also demonstrate that the performances of the DNNs trained on the extended corpus are significantly improved. key words: Chinese word segmentation, active learning, deep neural networks, corpus expansion
Introduction
Chinese Word Segmentation (CWS) is a prerequisite task in Chinese natural language processing (CNLP). The task was treated as a sequence labeling problem and solved using the Maximum Entropy Markov Model (MEMM) by Xue et al. [1] . Later, other conventional sequence labeling models, such as Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [2] and Hidden Markov Model (HMM), have been applied to the CWS task and obtained outstanding performances. Recently, deep neural networks (DNNs) have attracted increasing attention in natural language processing (NLP) fields for their strength in minimizing the efforts in feature engineering. DNNs have been widely used in CWS tasks [3] - [5] , after Collbert et al. [6] proposed a neural network architec- ture outperforming the state-of-the-art systems on a variety of sequence labeling problems. Both conventional sequence labeling models and DNNs for CWS tasks have achieved a great progress on traditional newswires datasets, owing to the large scale shared manual corpora. However, the performance of CWS approaches is still not satisfying on informal text, for example microblog-oriented data [7] - [10] .
Recently, microblog-oriented NLP tasks have grabbed considerable attention of researchers, such as microblogoriented sentiment analysis [11] , named entity recognition from microblogs [12] - [14] , microblog retrieval [15] . CWS is the prerequisite step of microblog-oriented NLP tasks. To promote the research in microblog-oriented CWS, the shared tasks of microblog-oriented CWS are added into NLP conferences, such as NLPCC and COAE. Among those CWS approaches submitted to solve the shared tasks, DNNs such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and long shortterm memory (LSTM) neural networks are used, but the performances of these neural CWS approaches are not significantly better, rather even worse than conventional models. The critical reason for this phenomenon is the scale of the existing microblog-oriented training corpus is inadequate for training the parameter matrices of DNNs. The purpose of this paper is to utilize the active learning approaches to select samples with high annotation values from raw microblog datasets to extend the training corpus for neural CWS.
Active learning approaches have been used in many NLP fields to extend training corpora [16] - [18] . To date, the active learning approaches have obtained prominent results on selecting samples for CWS tasks on traditional newswires datasets. But it is difficult to effectively select samples from unlabelled microblogs, because the scale of unlabelled microblogs are too large and the quality of samples in microblog datasets is various. For instance, there are many samples which are partially overlapped but not identical (shown as Sample A and Sample B) in microblog datasets.
Sample A: # # " " (#Micro comment# How can the vulnerable groups be "neglected"?) Sample B: # # ! (#Micro comment# It is risky to dine out with strangers!)
During the sample selecting procedure of the active learning approach, it is difficult to measure the diversity for the partially overlapped samples using the traditional active Copyright c 2018 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers learning approach: Assuming that Sample A has already been selected and the " " (Macro) or " " (comment) in Sample A is the current observed object for evaluating other samples, when Sample B comes, the contexts of the current observed object in Sample A are exactly the same with the contexts in Sample B, which is red in the samples. Therefore, the diversity of Sample B is evaluated as low. As a result, Sample B, which contains a new word " " (dine out with strangers), will be filtered out by the traditional active learning approach.
Aiming to efficiently select samples with high annotation values from raw microblogs, we propose a novel active learning approach, λ-active learning approach. We introduce the parameter λ to control the number of the selected partially overlapped samples and adopt various strategies to evaluate the overall annotation values of a sample during the sample selecting procedure. Besides, we choose the CRFs model as the initial segmenter in the active learning procedure to select samples for DNNs to avoid the efforts for parameter tuning and training. The experimental results show that our λ-active learning method outperforms the-state-ofart method, and the training corpus obtained by our method can significantly improve the segmentation performance of neural CWS on microblog corpus.
Related Work

Neural CWS Tasks
Recently, neural CWS have attracted increasing attention. Pei et al. [4] proposed a Max-Margin Tensor Neural Network (MMTNN) for CWS tasks, which can model complicated interactions between tags and context characters and speed up the model and avoid over-fitting. Chen et al. [19] proposed a Gated Recursive Neural Network (GRNN) segmentation model, incorporating the complicated combinations of context characters by reset and update gates. In order to gain long-distance information, various long shortterm memory (LSTM) neural networks were proposed to get local and long-distance dependency information of current observed tokens, and the experimental results showed that the LSTM neural networks outperform other DNNs [20] - [22] . Therefore, we employ the LSTM layers instead of other DNNs in our experiments.
Active Learning for CWS Tasks
Active learning approaches have already been widely used in corpus expansion tasks. Li et al. [23] introduced the Word Boundary Annotation (WBA) method to evaluate the uncertainty confidence of character labels based on the edge probability of the CRFs model. According to the WBA method, if the sequence label is the right boundary of a word, it will be denoted as Y containing E (end) and S (single); otherwise, it will be denoted as N containing B (begin) and M (middle). After that, the post-probabilities of these two categories are calculated by adding the edge probabilities of the labels in the corresponding category. As a result, the uncertainty confidence of the observed character label is computed according to Eq. (1):
where c is the current character; P x (c) denotes the postprobability of character c being annotated as category x. The lower the uncertainty confidence value, H(c), is, the more informative the boundary is, and the higher the annotation value of this character is. Liang et al. [24] proposed an active learning method based on Nearest Neighbor (ALN), which constructs nearest neighbor sets by calculating average Euclidean distance between samples and selects the samples according to Information Entropy (IE). Feng et al. [25] proposed an active learning segmentation algorithm to select samples from those with confidence higher than the threshold using a pool-based strategy.
The above active learning approaches have achieved outstanding results on selecting samples from traditional datasets for CWS tasks. But the performance is not satisfying on microblog datasets due to the sample characteristics of microblogs. In order to effectively select samples from raw microblogs for neural CWS, we propose the λactive learning method to measure the context diversity of the character and utilize three strategies to evaluate the overall annotation value of a sample.
LSTM-Based CWS Architecture
As LSTM can capture long-distance context information, we employ the LSTM layers in our experiments. In this section the LSTM-based CWS architecture is introduced and is shown in Fig. 1 .
The input of the architecture is the context of the current character in the observed sequence (the input sentence), and the size of the context is pre-set, which is 5 in our experiments. The embeddings of characters in the context, which are randomly generated in the training procedure, are concatenated to feed the LSTM layer.
In the LSTM layer, the neuron is controlled by three gates: input gate i t , forget gate f t , and output gate o t . The inputs of the LSTM neuron consist of x t , s t−1 , and h t−1 , where x t represents the concatenated character embedding, s t−1 represents the state value of the last neuron, and h t−1 represents the output value of the last neuron. Their calculating formulas are as follows:
where i t , f t , and o t represent the gate vector of input gate, forget gate, and output gate respectively; σ represents sigmoid function, represents element-wise multiplication; The output of the LSTM layers is the edge probability of the current observed character being tagged as each label in the sequence label set (B, M, E, S). In the process of tag inference, as usual, the output of the LSTM neural networks is predicted directly by choosing the label with biggest edge probability for the current observed character without taking into account the relationship and restrictions of the context's labels (for instance, B should not appears after M, and S should not appears after B). In our LSTM-based CWS architecture, we employ Viterbi algorithm to address this problem.
Since we are interested in the general influence of the extended training corpus on LSTM neural networks, the hyper-parameters of the LSTM neural networks were set as per previous works [5] , [20] instead of being fine-tuned. The settings for training the LSTM neural networks are shown in Table 1 . Besides, in the process of training the LSTM neural networks, we randomly extract 10% sentences from the original training set as the validation set, and the remained 90% sentences are used as the training set.
λ-Active Learning Algorithm
Semi-Supervised Initial Segmenter
An initial segmenter is required and needs to be retrained many times in the entire active learning procedure. Therefore it's better to choose a segmenter which is not very timeconsuming as the initial segmenter. Considering that with the same training set, one learning epoch of LSTM neural networks takes about 3 hours, while that of CRFs model takes just a couple of minutes, we finally use the CRFs model as the initial segmenter. To train the initial segmenter, the context characters of the current observed character are utilized as comment features. Since semi-supervised machine learning methods can significantly improve the performance of the CRFs-based segmenter [26] , [27] , semisupervised features are also adopted in this paper to take advantage of information extracted from the large scale unlabelled corpus.
Point-Wise Mutual Information (PMI)
In CWS tasks, PMI is used to measure the relatedness of two adjacent characters in the unlabelled corpus, and its calculating formula is shown as Eq. (7):
where x and y represent the characters in the corpus; P(x, y) denotes that the probability of character x appearing together with y as adjacent strings; P(x) and P(y) are the probability of x and y appearing in the whole corpus, respectively. With Eq. (7), we can calculate the PMI value for all adjacent characters in the unlabelled corpus. Since the features that feed into CRFs models should be discrete, we round up the PMI values as the features. For instance, (C 0 , PMI(C −1 , C 0 ) ) and (C 0 , PMI(C 0 , C 1 ) ) are used to feed CRFs models as the PMI features of current observed characters C 0 .
Anti-Word Probability (AP)
For training the CRFs model, we also introduce another statistic, AP, to measure the possibility of a character being an anti-word. In order to calculate the AP value of the current observed character, character embeddings are pretrained by using the unsupervised word2vec model. To train character embeddings, 300 thousand unlabeled microblogs are collected and segmented by characters. In our experiment, the training parameters of word2vec model are: dimension =200, window =9, minimum word frequency =1.
To calculate the AP value of the current character, we construct an anti-word set by utilizing the pre-trained character embeddings and a small anti-word seed set. In the seed set there are 11 elements " ", " ", " ", " ", " ", " ", " ", " ", " ", " ", " ", which are commonly used as a single word and have high probability of being an anti-word. The construction of the anti-word set is specifically described as Algorithm 1.
The formula we proposed to calculate the AP value for the token is shown as follows: 
where N is the total number of tokens in anti-word seed set AW set; chara i is the i th token in AW set;sim(token, chara) =
CE(token)·CE(chara)
|CE(token)||CE(chara)| , CE(c) is the character embedding of token c, |vector|is the modulus of the vector. According to Algorithm 1, the final anti-word set is obtained after T iterations (T=3, in our experiments), where there are about 200 tokens. After that, the anti-word set is used to create the AP features for CRFs models by calculating the AP value of the current observed token according to Eq. (8) . The AP value is also discretized for feeding the CRFs model in accordance with the following scheme.
Corpus Expansion with λ-Active Learning
Together with the initial segmenter, the uncertainty confidence and the context diversity of the character are of great importance in the active learning procedure as well.
The Uncertainty Confidence
To evaluate the uncertainty confidence of the character, we modified the WBA method proposed by Li et al. [23] . After dividing the CRFs annotation set (B, M, E, S) into two categories according to whether the label is a right-side boundary, we propose Eq. (10) to calculate the Information Entropy (IE) of these two categories using their edge probability.
where c is the current observed character; P x (c) denotes the post-probability of character c being annotated as category (or label) x; P N (c) = P B (c) + P M (c); P Y (c) = P E (c) + P S (c); γ(γ = 0.0001) is for the smoothness problem. The greater the value of H category (c) is, the higher the uncertainty confidence of c is.
Since the four types of labels are divided into two groups in the above method, it might miss some distribution information to a certain extent. Thus, we propose Eq. (11) to calculate the uncertainty confidence using four labels, which directly makes use of the IE of the four labels' edge probability. The value of the uncertainty confidence using Eq. (10) and Eq. (11) is from 0 to 1.
The Context Diversity
In the active learning procedure, the context diversity of the character is as important as the uncertainty confidence of the character. For microblogs, since the amount of unlabelled microblogs is too large and there are a lot of partially overlapped samples, the measurement of the context diversity is more difficult. Aiming to efficiently select samples with high annotation values from raw microblogs, we propose λ-active learning approach, which introduces the parameter λ to control the number of repeatedly selected partially overlapped sentences. We present Eq. (12) to measure the diversity of character boundary, which takes advantage of the nearest one character in the context of the current observed character.
where c is the current observed character; d t (c) indicates the frequency of t, which is the context of c, d t (c) is initially set to 0 and updates as d t i+1 (c) = d t i (c) + 1 when t presents as the context of c for the (i + 1) th time. This method controls the number of repeatedly selected samples by parameter λ. When d t (c) < λ, the diversity value of c is from −1 to 0, which has very little effect on the annotation value of c. With the increase of d t (c), the decrease of F(c) will speed up, leading to the increasing influence on the annotation value of c. When λ is set to different values, the curves of the diversity are shown in Fig. 2. 
The Evaluation of Overall Annotation Values
After obtaining the uncertainty confidence and the context diversity of characters, we propose Eq. (13) to calculate the annotation value for a character.
where H(c) denotes the uncertainty confidence of c which For CWS tasks, the annotation value of the whole sentence is more considerable than the annotation value of a single character. To select samples with high annotation values, three strategies are introduced to compute the overall annotation value of sample S. The results of these strategies are compared in the section of experiment analysis.
Avg-based Strategy: to adopt the average of the annotation values of all characters in the sample S as the annotation value of S.
Max-based Strategy: to adopt the maximum annotation value among all characters' annotation values in the sample S as the annotation value of S.
AvgMax-based Strategy: to combine both the average and maximum annotation values of all characters in the sample S as the annotation value of S.
λ-Active Learning Algorithm
During the corpus expansion process, the original training corpus is used to train the initial segmenter, which is applied to label the unlabeled microblogs. Then the uncertainty confidence and the context diversity of the character are obtained, and the annotation values of the characters and samples are subsequently evaluated by using the methods we proposed. The corpus are iteratively extended according to Algorithm 2.
Experiments and Results Analysis
Datasets
The training and test corpora are released by NLPCC 2015 for the shared task of microblog-oriented CWS [8] , as shown in Table 2 . In addition, we collect 300,000 unlabeled tweets (including 20 billion words) as the background corpus to extract features for the semi-supervised initial segmenter. 
Evaluation Metric
The segmentation results are evaluated by precision (P), recall (R), and F1-value (F1), which are defined as follows: P = the number of correct tokens in prediction set / the number of all tokens in prediction set; Recall = the number of correct tokens in prediction set / the number of correct tokens in standard set; F1 = (2PR)/(P+R).
Results of λ-Active Learning Approach
To verify the effectiveness of the λ-active learning approach, several groups of experiments are conducted to assess the initial segmenters, the various sample-selected strategies and the value of parameter λ. The experimental results are shown in Table 3 . The number of selected samples is same (500 tweets) in the iteration for all expanding strategies. Baseline: For training the initial segmenter, only the basic context characters of the current observed character are used as context features for CRFs models and the size of context window is empirically set as 5;
Baseline PMI+AP : Except the basic context features, both the Point-wise Mutual Information (PMI) and the Anti-word Probability (AP) are also utilized as the semisupervised features for CRFs models;
Our Avg : For selecting samples from raw microblogs, Avg-based strategy is used;
Our Max : Max-based strategy is used to select samples; Our AvgMax : AvgMax-based strategy is used to select samples;
WBA: For selecting samples, the state-of-the-art active learning method, WBA [23] , is used;
Random: Samples are selected randomly. According to the results in Table 3 , the initial segmenter based on the semi-supervised feature which combines PMI and AP achieves the best performance, thus, we choose Baseline PMI+AP as the initial segmenter in the active learning procedure. We also see that among all the strategies we proposed, the Max-based strategy achieves the best results, with the AvgMax-based strategy following, and then the Avg-based strategy. All of the three strategies are obviously better than the Random-based strategy, which proves the effectiveness of the active learning approach. Besides, the data in Table 3 also shows that the F1value of the Max-based λ-active learning method is higher than that of the state-of-the-art active learning method, for example WBA, which demonstrates that the λ-active learning method we proposed is more efficient in selecting samples from microblogs containing a large amount of partially overlapped sentences. Furthermore, we can also see that the result of our method is better than the outstanding previous works [28] , as well as the Baseline PMI+AP with a gain of 0.84%, indicating that the Max-based λ-active learning method can prominently improve the progress of the CWS task.
Since parameter λ plays an important role in selecting partially overlapped samples from microblogs by controlling the number of repeatedly selected samples, we conduct the experiments while λ is set to various values, which is shown in Fig. 3 . It is obvious that when λ is set to 5, the F1value reaches the highest, which means the number of the partially overlapped samples added into the training corpus should be no more than 5.
Results of LSTM-Based CWS on Various Corpora
The extended training corpora are obtained by using our proposed Max-based λ-active learning methods combined with CRFs model as the initial segmenter. In order to assess the effectiveness of the extended training corpus on the LSTM neural networks, we conduct the following experiments. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 4 .
Since the purpose of this paper is to research the effectiveness of the enlarged training corpus on the LSTM neural networks, the hyper-parameters of the LSTM neural networks were set as previous works as introduced in Sect. 3.
Original: The LSTM neural network is trained on the Random: For supervised machine learning methods, the scale of the training corpus usually has a strong impact on the performance of the models. Therefore, to be fair, we train the LSTM neural network on another enlarged training corpus which is extended randomly and contains 15,000 tweets.
In Fig. 4 , the results show that the F1-value of AL is generally higher than that of Random, which means that the corpus expansion method we proposed can provide training corpus with more annotation values for the LSTM neural networks than randomly picked corpus. Furthermore, comparing to the Original, the improvement of AL is significant although the corpus we manually corrected is only 5,000, half the size of the original corpus, indicating that the LSTM neural networks trained on larger corpora with effective samples can achieve promising improvement on the performance of the microblog-oriented CWS task.
In our LSTM-based CWS architecture, we use Viterbi algorithm to choose the best path. The F1-values of our architecture on three types of corpora are shown as the group of "LSTM+VTB" in Fig. 5 , which are obviously higher than that of the "LSTM" group which directly takes the outputs In our CWS architecture, the character embeddings which are used to feed the LSTM neural networks are randomly generated during the training procedure. Since the scale of the training corpora can definitely affect the quality of character embeddings, we conduct one more group of experiments to avoid the impact of the corpora scale on training the character embeddings. We collect 300 million unlabeled tweets to pre-train the character embeddings using word2vec, and then utilize the pre-trained character embeddings to feed the LSTM neural networks. The F1-values are shown as the group of "LSTM+VTB+WE" in Fig. 5 . As we can see, the improvement of λ-active-learning-based training corpus (AL) is still significant comparing with the original training corpus (Original) as well as the randomly selected corpus (Random). This is further evidence that the corpus extending method we proposed is effective for optimizing the performance of LSTM neural networks.
Conclusions
Aiming to improve the performance of the Neural CWS on microblog datasets, we treat CWS as a sequence labeling problem and propose a novel corpus expansion approach, based on the active learning methods with the CRFs model as the initial segmenter. Due to the partially overlapped sentence common in microblogs, parameter λ is introduced to the measurement of the context diversity and control the number of repeatedly selected samples in the active learning procedure. In this research, we first use Max-based strategy to measure the overall annotation values for a sample and achieve the best F1-value. The CRFs model is chosen as the initial segmenter to select samples for LSTM neural networks to avoid the parameter tuning and training. The experiment results show the training set enlarged by our method significantly improves the segmentation performance of LSTM neural networks on the microblog dataset.
In future research, we would like to further improve the segmentation performance of neural networks on microblog datasets by automatically generating pseudo-training cor-pus. We also want to combine the corpus expansion algorithm we proposed with the discriminator in the architecture of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs).
